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An Interview with Bruce Sterling

1. How did you become interested in “dead media”?

This arose from a casual discussion with a colleague of mine, Richard Kadrey,
a novelist and photographer. We shared an interest in early photography and
other early forms of media, so we were listing some of our favorite extinct
formats, when it occurred to us that this could become a large research
project.

So we thought: why not try "new media"to help us discover and describe
older media? Maybe we would learn something useful about "mediaïn general.
Also, maybe we could enjoy entertaining friends and strangers, while building
a better awareness of media history for ourselves and others.

2. To what extent has your current work kept in line with the concepts
behind the Dead Media Project in the nineties?

I’m glad that we began the project and carried it out, although I no longer
actively collect and publish data about "dead media."There’s some much of
it, dying so quickly, that it’s impossible to keep up nowadays. So I behave
differently, but I learned some permanent lessons about historical awareness
of technological development. "The Dead Media Project"led to my interest
in industrial design, and then to design generally, and then to other efforts
like "design fiction"where one can use design skills to speculate about future
technological developments. So I could say that I took that sensibility of the
1990s and stretched it to fit new requirements.

Also, as I get older, I have more personal and intimate experience with media
that have died. For instance, I’m one of the survivors of an era when writers
of popular fiction routinely used typewriters. So media obsolescence is not
just a scholarly curiosity for me; I’ve lived it in daily life.
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3. Do you think the Internet will become a dead medium? What would
need to happen for this to occur?

That depends on the chosen definition of Ïnternet."The original Ïnternet"was
supposed to be a protocol to unite smaller networks, and most of those net-
works are in fact long dead already. It would probably be fair to say that the
Internet was "deadïf the "TCP/IP Protocol"was no longer used. But most
people might not notice such a technical matter.

Also, the global Internet is being Balkanized quickly, and the major tech plat-
forms, such as Baidu, Alibaba, Tencent, Google, Apple, Facebook, Amazon,
Microsoft are not "the Internet."They’re not websites or email servers, they
are tech platforms and the largest industries in the world.

4. Many thinkers taking up your work have been grouped under the label
“media archaeologists”. Are you interested in this theoretical framework?
How do you think your work can relate to authors like Friedrich Kittler,
Jussi Parikka, Wolfgang Ernst or Siegfried Zielinski?

I’m quite the fan of those writers, actually. Especially Jussi Parikka and Sieg-
fried Zielinski. I don’t have to agree with everything they say to find them
interesting. I’ve become a devotee of scholarly histories of technology; I read
in that field privately, but very widely. I especially like *old* histories of tech-
nology, when the histories themselves are antique – Renaissance textbooks
on the "secrets.of machinery, for instance.

I like "theory"quite a lot. Since I’m a science fiction writer, I enjoy speculation
for its own sake. In scholarly research, though, you need theory and fieldwork
to inform one another. Without fieldwork, theory is bland generalities, but
without theory, fieldwork is just curio collecting. From science, I’ve learned
that knowledge is provisional; I’m ready to question my own assumptions,
and I have an eye out for the "natural experiment..European media structures
interest me a lot; for instance, why did çinema muto"behave differently in
Italy than "silent film"behaved in the USA?

5. How can fiction help us understand the current media ecosystem?
Do you see your fiction writing as somehow related to your stances on
media?

Well, fiction is content for a publishing industry, so of course fiction is part of a
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media ecosystem. That’s why novelists are often playwrights, or screenwriters,
or game designers, or comic book writers, or journalists.

Thanks to my "stances on media,Ï’ve learned to write differently. For instance,
I came to understand that my most socially influential writings were work I
was not paid for – it was never standard çommercial"media. For instance,
the "Dead Media Project"was one of those efforts. It never had a standard
publisher; nobody ever bought it; it wasn’t even "journalism..And yet, the
project won me a lot of respect from the academic world, and it opened new
opportunities for my creative expression I learned by doing this research, and
was enabled to innovate and try new things in my more conventional writings.

6. In which ways do you think the creation of huge digital archives has
affected our sense of a literary canon?

Well, this would be part of a large topic called .atemporality.Ï’ve been known
to lecture on this, but it really is a metaphysical issue – it’s a genuine pro-
blem in "media philosophy,"meaning how we organize knowledge, make value
judgments about it – how do we know what we know? Especially, what hap-
pens when archives get old, and how do historical changes in media affect the
structure of language? What connects words and images to reality?"

7.Do you think public awareness regarding digital decay may bring new
relevance and legitimacy to the very idea of “canon”?

It might de-legitimize the very idea of a canon. "Fake Newsïs a culture struggle
along this line. People are assaulting one another’s çanon.and relying heavily
on propaganda, scandal and rumor. It’s been a very interesting struggle to
watch from a "dead media"perspective – for instance, why do "memes.exist
but newspaper .editorial cartoons.are dying?

8. What are you working on right now?

I’m writing a long historical fantasy set in seventeenth-century Italy. It has
quite a few baroque "media.elements. I’ve been tinkering with it for quite a
while – maybe someday I’ll finish it. It’s set in an era when print was still young,
and when the first newspapers and postal systems were being invented. The
hero of this novel is a fellow who is keenly interested in the truth of the world,
and yet like most of his contemporaries, he’s illiterate: the technical marvel
that is ink on paper will always be a mystery to him.
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